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The Problem: Decisions & Strategy 
● ‘A/B testing’ implies a comparison between two 

variants. The conventional view of experimentation 
in industry has focused on decision-making. We 
run experiments to make faster, more accurate, and 
on average better, decisions. 

● I’ve been a part of many debates around p values; 
MDEs; variance reduction; and peaking, but (in 
certain environments) I don’t think the juice was 
worth the squeeze.  

● In modern companies with large amounts data 
running experiments to make decisions is often 
wasteful, and we should think more about 
optimizing strategies instead. 

Image Source: A/B Testing and the Benefits of an Experimentation Culture

https://hbr.org/2014/02/ab-testing-and-the-benefits-of-an-experimentation-culture


Defining The Terms
● What is a Strategy? Richard Rumelt’s Good 

Strategy, Bad Strategy defines a strategy as having 
three parts:

○ Diagnosis: a theory describing the nature of 
the challenge. 

○ Guiding policies: the approaches you’ll 
apply to grapple with the challenge. 

○ Coherent actions: a set of specific actions 
directed by guiding policy to address 
challenge.

Image Source: Magnitudes of exploration.

● What is a Decision? A specific choice made by an 
organization or individual, aimed at achieving a 
defined goal or outcome.

○ In our context, the decision is launching an 
experiment to production and is often made 
based on a set of metrics that act as shipping 
criteria to determine if an experiment should 
be launched to production. 

https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwidov3MpvyEAxXlUH8AHbZMDsIYABABGgJvYQ&ase=2&gclid=Cj0KCQjwqdqvBhCPARIsANrmZhMAwtMGwxnWlU-A0nexwXsTpruu8FCEWrK-gUMEUGVzvhrwHM6nNikaAplYEALw_wcB&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESVeD2Y2PD5JL4SGadoQoT33u198MocUOr39TxgYhGVQahTuYzsTJUPgTcrIoMiEdK24fgnpWuT8q-6h4xcLG9E9z7cNIwaU5aTC1pxftXrbThBKfpMJs&sig=AOD64_1jyXxPhQujdl7gv_98WdTp2G3QCA&q&nis=4&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwid_vLMpvyEAxUhLtAFHR2AAlEQ0Qx6BAgDEAE
https://www.googleadservices.com/pagead/aclk?sa=L&ai=DChcSEwidov3MpvyEAxXlUH8AHbZMDsIYABABGgJvYQ&ase=2&gclid=Cj0KCQjwqdqvBhCPARIsANrmZhMAwtMGwxnWlU-A0nexwXsTpruu8FCEWrK-gUMEUGVzvhrwHM6nNikaAplYEALw_wcB&ohost=www.google.com&cid=CAESVeD2Y2PD5JL4SGadoQoT33u198MocUOr39TxgYhGVQahTuYzsTJUPgTcrIoMiEdK24fgnpWuT8q-6h4xcLG9E9z7cNIwaU5aTC1pxftXrbThBKfpMJs&sig=AOD64_1jyXxPhQujdl7gv_98WdTp2G3QCA&q&nis=4&adurl&ved=2ahUKEwid_vLMpvyEAxUhLtAFHR2AAlEQ0Qx6BAgDEAE
https://lethain.com/magnitudes-of-exploration/


Applying The Terms
● The three parts of a Strategy map to experiments 

and, more broadly, optimization problems in 
business fairly clearly.

○ Diagnosis: How your business’s goal 
connects to your space. For example, 
maximize paid conversion by showing 
compelling content in an advertise. 

○ Policies: The things you can intervene on in 
your space to achieve your goal. In this 
example, text copy, multimedia presence, 
and page layout

○ Actions: The specific things you can do to 
each of your policies.

● Meanwhile determining Good Shipping Criteria 
Is A Hard Problem: it takes a long time through 
one off experiments to enough evidence to generate 
data driven shipping criteria, and it's hard for 
decision-makers to weigh multiple factors when 
shipping criteria involve many trade-offs. Image Source: Preference Exploration for Efficient Bayesian Optimization with Multiple Outcomes

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.11382.pdf


A Problem Example: Video Size
● In 2016, Twitter pivoted to focus more on video. As 

part of this pivot, the company decided to 
emphasize videos (and other rich media) more in 
the timelines. 

○ This meant we wanted to make videos 
bigger, and leadership wanted to know the 
effects of this decision.

● I was on the experimentation team at the time and 
designed and ran a really great experiment. We 
(with very low variance!) very much learned the 
effects of this decision. It increased engagement 
with videos and decreased engagement with text 
and met the OEC we’d set out for the experiment.

● We shipped it. A year later, I was asked to work on 
this again.  

Image Source: Twitter tests a new timeline with edge-to-edge picture and video

https://www.theverge.com/2021/9/7/22661188/twitter-edge-to-edge-media-tweets-no-cropping


A Fun Example: Video Size

● The second time I was asked to help design a 
“make video bigger experiment”, I started to think 
more about the strategy underlying the experiment 
rather than the specific decision. 

● The strategy was to increase engagement with 
video with some acceptable trade off for lost 
engagement on non-video materials.The key 
relationship we needed to estimate to implement 
this strategy was the relationship between video 
size, video engagement, and non-video 
engagement. 

● This relationship would be hard to estimate by 
comparing two sizes every years! Maybe we weren’t 
trying the best size each time? 

Image Source: Measuring Consumer Sensitivity to Audio Advertising:A Field Experiment on Pandora Internet 
Radio

https://davidreiley.com/papers/PandoraListenerDemandCurve.pdf
https://davidreiley.com/papers/PandoraListenerDemandCurve.pdf


A Fun Example: Video Size

● How could we estimate this relationship? By this 
point we’re in 2018 and I read this wonderful paper 
by some folks at Pandora, Measuring Consumer 
Sensitivity to Audio Advertising:A Field Experiment 
on Pandora Internet Radio

● They wanted to estimate the effect of ads on usage 
at Pandora. So they tested a bunch of variants and 
fit a regression to estimate the dose response 
curve.

● They found a surprisingly linear relationship, but this 
approach was fairly straightforward to translate to 
Twitter and helped us generate a “formula” for 
decision makers to trade off video real estate 
with text real estate at Twitter.

Image Source: Measuring Consumer Sensitivity to Audio Advertising:A Field Experiment on Pandora Internet 
Radio

https://davidreiley.com/papers/PandoraListenerDemandCurve.pdf
https://davidreiley.com/papers/PandoraListenerDemandCurve.pdf
https://davidreiley.com/papers/PandoraListenerDemandCurve.pdf
https://davidreiley.com/papers/PandoraListenerDemandCurve.pdf
https://davidreiley.com/papers/PandoraListenerDemandCurve.pdf


Looping Back To The Big Idea 

● Diagnosis: “More consumption of videos is good for 
social media platforms because it increases 
revenue through pre-roll advertisements and drives 
retention. We want to increase video consumption 
without hurting other engagement too much”

● Guiding policies: Video size. 

● Coherent actions: Varying video size at the user, 
device level.

● We have gone from an experiment to an 
optimization problem! In this circumstance we only 
generated a few points and drew a line through 
them, but this was still more effective than 
generating an additional point per year and picking 
the higher value. 

Image Source: ChatGPT



From Decisions To Strategy: Video Size

● Focusing on directly estimating the strategic 
question, “what is the trade off between video size 
and engagement”, was more efficient than testing a 
single decision (“what is the effect of a new design 
with bigger videos”).

● Using the simple model we estimated an executive 
could say “I want to increase the engagement on 
videos by 50%” and this would be fairly 
straightforward to turn into a product launch rather 
than “guess and checking” video sizes.

● In my experience almost all decision making A/B 
tests have an underlying strategic question that can 
be estimated – often through experimentation! 

Image Source: Self-experimentation as a source of new ideas: Ten examples about sleep, mood, health, and 
weight

https://escholarship.org/content/qt2xc2h866/qt2xc2h866.pdf
https://escholarship.org/content/qt2xc2h866/qt2xc2h866.pdf


From Decisions To Strategy: Ideas

● Draw A Line! Add a bunch of variants to an 
experiment to explore effects across a continuum 
and plot a dose response curve.



From Past Decisions To Future Strategy!
● By 2020, Twitter had run more than 10,000 

experiments on this platform.

● These past experiments constitute a vast 
corpus of historical information (results, 
design, etc.) that could potentially be used to 
better estimate future strategies. 

● However, the information from these 
experiments was disorganized, hard to 
digest, and all too often forgotten. 

● So we built some tools to make the 
connection between past decisions and 
future strategy more obvious.

Relevant Past Experiment Results by Impact and Significance  



Institutional Memory Tooling
● Tooling to support institutional memory at Twitter:

○ Tracking and organization of meta-data. Backfill as much as we can to create structured, 
queryable datasets.

○ Build Theory: Create theories based on a large amount of experiment results.
○ Design Better Experiments: Use past experiments for power calculations.
○ More Comprehensive Evaluation: Track and map the impact of individual shipped 

experiments to an overall product’s success.

Impact of Shipped Experiments On An Outcome of Interest Organized by Mechanism (color)



Tracking and Organization
● General Principles

○ Structured data over unstructured data: 
capture as much information as possible in 
structured, queryable formats.

○ Add no friction: ensure collecting 
additional metadata adds minimal work to 
individual experimenters.

○ Flexibility: allow experimenters to add new 
tags and labels to better classify 
experiments since they are the experts (e.g. 
onboarding modals types). 

○ End to end data collection: ensure that 
experiment decisions and rationales are 
automatically captured, don’t just focus on 
set up.

UI that Records the State of the Experiment at Ship 



Source: Experiment Interpretation and Extrapolation

From Tooling To Strategy
● By analyzing joint distribution of results across 

experiments we learned about causal 
relationships between mechanisms.

○ Examples:
■ Push recommendations and email 

recommendations are substitutes. 
■ Push recommendations and in-app 

algorithmic selection of content are 
complements.

○ Implications:
■ Better external validity of experiment 

impacts.
■ Higher impact product direction.

https://tecunningham.github.io/posts/2023-04-18-experiment-interpretation-extrapolation.html#ref-kohavi2020trustworthy


From Decisions To Strategy: Ideas

● Draw A Line! Add a bunch of variants to an 
experiment to explore effects across a continuum 
and plot a dose response curve.

● Make A Scatter Plot! Collect and Analyze 
Structured Metadata from Prior Experiments. 

Relevant Past Experiment Results by Impact and Significance  

Impact of Shipped Experiments On An Outcome of Interest Organized by Mechanism (color)



Another Fun Example: Reply Guys!

● In 2019, Twitter made a strategic focus to increase 
conversation on the platform.

● I worked with some phenomenal ranking engineers 
to hit our KRs by increasing ranking weights! 

● Our goal was to increase replies without hurting 
engagement. We tried a few guess and check 
weights for the respective models and 

Image Source: How to Visualize Your Twitter Network

https://allthingsgraphed.com/2014/11/02/twitter-friends-network/


Another Fun Example: Reply Guys!

● We did a series of experiments to determine the 
effects from upweighting tweets with high p(reply) 
relative to p(favorite).

● All sorts of neat network effects implications since 
upweighting some tweets downweights others. This 
causes other content to be displaced and users to 
receive fewer favorites.  

● We did some HPO and “drew an ellipse” in a series 
of production experiments. 

● However! we found that tweets that were high 
p(reply) and low p(favorite) were likely to receive 
many reports! 

● We needed to optimize among many axes… 

Image Source: Thinking About Tradeoffs? Draw an Ellipse

https://tecunningham.github.io/posts/2023-10-23-pareto-frontiers-experiments-ranking.html


Another Fun Example: Reply Guys!

● Turns out it’s really hard for a human to pick an 
optimal point across many different metrics with 
probabilistic in production!

Image Source: Eytan Bakshy’s X: https://twitter.com/eytan/status/1508430614944440327

https://twitter.com/eytan/status/1508430614944440327


Another Fun Example: Reply Guys!

● Turns out it’s really hard for a human to pick an 
optimal point across many different metrics with 
probabilistic in production!

● So we built a tool to evaluate pareto quality of 
various outcomes in a hypervolume and picked the 
pareto optimal points that balanced positive 
outcomes (replies/favorites) without increasing 
reports. 

Image Source: Ax documentation: https://ax.dev/versions/0.1.18/tutorials/multiobjective_optimization.html 

https://ax.dev/versions/0.1.18/tutorials/multiobjective_optimization.html


From Decisions To Strategy: Ideas

● Draw A Line! Add a bunch of variants to an 
experiment to explore effects across a continuum 
and plot a dose response curve.

● Look At A Plot! Collect and Analyze Structured 
Metadata from Prior Experiments. 

● Write Down Your Objective Function And Map 
Out A Pareto Frontier This is helpful when the 
business faces trade offs in more than two metrics 
and it’s not clear what the obvious optimum 
between all three would be…. A 3d plot!? 

Image Source: Generating multiple reference vectors for a class of many-objective optimization problems 
with degenerate Pareto fronts | Complex & Intelligent Systems: 

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40747-020-00136-5
https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s40747-020-00136-5


A Newer Example: Profit Maximization

● Patio11 has a nice blog post: “The optimal amount 
of fraud is non-zero” which discusses the tradeoff 
between willingness to block fraud and a business’s 
margin. 

● We built a model to help each merchant pick the 
optimal point on the fraud versus conversion curve 
based on their own information.
  

Image Source: https://stripe.com/guides/state-of-online-fraud

https://www.bitsaboutmoney.com/archive/optimal-amount-of-fraud/
https://www.bitsaboutmoney.com/archive/optimal-amount-of-fraud/
https://stripe.com/guides/state-of-online-fraud


A Newer Example: Profit Maximization

● Patio11 has a nice blog post: “The optimal 
amount of fraud is non-zero” which 
discusses the tradeoff between willingness 
to block fraud and a business’s margin. 

● This model expanded to include multiple 
interventions beyond just blocking such as 
throwing a captcha, 2 factor on phone or 
browser, card image verification, and 
sending additional information to the banks 
for a more accurate response. 

● Each intervention works best for specific 
types of fraud (e.g. captcha for low 
sophistical bots, 2 factor for stolen cards but 
not identify)  

Image source Medium

https://www.bitsaboutmoney.com/archive/optimal-amount-of-fraud/
https://www.bitsaboutmoney.com/archive/optimal-amount-of-fraud/
https://medium.com/pinterest-engineering/multi-task-learning-and-calibration-for-utility-based-home-feed-ranking-64087a7bcbad


A Newer Example: Profit Maximization

● Calibrated model output can be used 
to help merchants maximize profit on 
a per transaction level. 

● We use an online contextual bandit 
to explore between hundreds of 
different possible options and predict 
the best option using a multitask 
model.

Image Source: Internal System Diagram



A Newer Example: Profit Maximization

● Fun things to discuss!
○ Adding new levers and 

exploring quickly.
○ Model architecture choices 

■ Why multitask MoE?



From Decisions To Strategy: Ideas

● Draw A Line! Add a bunch of variants to an 
experiment to explore effects across a continuum 
and plot a dose response curve.

● Look At A Plot! Collect and Analyze Structured 
Metadata from Prior Experiments. 

● Write Down Your Objective Function And Map 
Out A Pareto Frontier This is helpful when the 
business faces trade offs in more than two metrics 
and it’s not clear what the obvious optimum 
between all three would be…. A 3d plot!? 

● Design An Entire Engineering System to Explore 
Your Multidimensional Space And Find An 
Optimum! Hooray - you are the strategy now! 

Image Source: Mixture of Experts Explained

https://huggingface.co/blog/moe


Discussion!


